Multi-perturbation stochastic parallel gradient descent method for wavefront correction.
The multi-perturbation stochastic parallel gradient descent (SPGD) method for adaptive optics is presented in this work. The method is based on a new architecture. The incoming beam with distorted wavefront is split into N sub-beams. Each sub-beam is modulated by a wavefront corrector and its performance metric is measured subsequently. Adaptive system based on the multi-perturbation SPGD can operate in two modes - the fast descent mode and the modal basis updating mode. Control methods of the two operation modes are given. Experiments were carried out to prove the effectiveness of the proposed method. Analysis as well as experimental results showed that the two operation modes of the multi-perturbation SPGD enhance the conventional SPGD in different ways. The fast descent mode provides faster convergence than the conventional SPGD. The modal basis updating mode can optimize the modal basis set for SPGD with global coupling.